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I have to do the download either by USB or WiFi to be able to get it into Recovery Mode, and when I do that, the tablet freezes and sometimes boots into Download Mode, so I have now been waiting for it to work for over 30 mins. please help I have tried everything I can think of on this thing. I have a Galaxy Note 10.1 N8000 and from last night I upgraded from 4.3 to 4.4.2
and when I first tried to go into recovery mode I got into the download mode. This was weird because if I had done it right, it should have gone into recovery mode. I did what the link said to do and the screen went black and I could hear a "ding" and the screen blacked out and for about 10 secs I turned the tablet on and it had rebooted and was at the landing page screen
and when I hit the home button to go to the apps list, it would go into download mode. I did all of the instructions for getting the recovery screen and to hard reset and it didn't do anything. I did this 3x and still nothing. If I try to go into recovery mode again and see the PASS! on Odin and then press hard reset and let it reboot, it goes into download mode. I have no idea

what to do next. I can't seem to get into the recovery mode and I have tried EVERYTHING I know to do. Please help. My daughter is nervous about this tablet and she feels like its not safe for her to keep. I have followed the instructions above and have hard reset my tablet, however, it still boots into download mode and fails to get into the recovery mode. I have installed the
Jibe Software and I try to install the Riff files. I get the message that this installation is not authorized. I'm really stuck and I have no idea how to move this forward.
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hello. i have a gt-n8013 device and i have installed cwm 4.1.2. i flashed 4.3 to device and when booting into recovery mode it said that there is an update available. i flashed it but when i reboot it again, it boots in download mode. could you please tell me what kernel to flash? i need the recovery of the device working i dont know how to flash the kernel from recovery, and i
have no idea how to boot into recovery. any help will be highly appreciated. im using the gt-n8013. i dont know what kernel to flash, could you help me out? 1. get a new samsung galaxy note 10.1 gt-n8000 2. download and install cwm recovery of your choice from the internet 3. boot the tablet into download mode 4. press volumeup+power 5. connect the tablet to the

computer 6. run the odin 3. connect the phone and transfer all files to the tablet. 7. reboot the tablet hi, i have download the files and flashed it, but when i restart the phone, it is not booting into custom recovery. it is not booting into normal boot, it is just black screen. i tried to boot in fastboot mode but after that also i couldn't get in custom recovery. can you help me how
to get custom recovery i tried flashing the twrp and the cwm recovery using fastboot but the recovery doesn't work on both. it turns on, and then goes to a black screen with message at the top saying " twrp or cwm recovery not found". i downloaded the files and used the flash current twrp option. i don't know what to do after that this zip file has many options and options

in it. but the most important options are as follows : name – you can name this as you want. it will be of your choice. version – it will give the version of the cwm custom recovery. but, it is not always correct. you can change it. size – it will give the size of the cwm custom recovery in the file. it is not always correct. download time – this will give the download time for the
cwm custom recovery. it is always correct. 5ec8ef588b
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